An ideal I is a family of subsets of positive integers N which is closed under taking finite unions and subsets of its elements. In this paper, we introduce the notions of ideal versions of weighted lacunary statistical τ -convergence, statistical τ -Cauchy, weighted lacunary τ -boundedness of sequences in locally solid Riesz spaces endowed with the topology τ . We also prove some topological results related to these concepts in locally solid Riesz space.
Introduction
A Riesz space is an ordered vector space which is lattice at the same time. A locally solid Riesz space is a Riesz space equipped with a linear topology that has a base consisting of solid sets. The Riesz space was first introduced by F. Riesz in 1928, at the International Mathematical Congress in Bologna [1] . Soon after, in the mid-thirties, H. Freudental [2] and L. V. Kantrovich [3] independently set up the axiomatic foundation and derived a number of properties dealing with the lattice structure of Riesz space. Riesz space have many applications in measure theory, operator theory and optimization. They also have some applications in economics [4] . For further results we may refer to [5, 6, 7] .
The notion of statistical convergence was introduced by Fast [8] and Steinhaus [9] independently in the same year 1951. Recently, a new concept has been introduced by Başarır and Konca [10] for sequences which is called weighted lacunary statistical convergence (also for the concept weighted statistical convergence see [11, 12] ). Then they extended this concept to locally solid Riesz space in [13] . The concept of I-convergence (I denotes the ideal of subsets of N) was initially introduced by Kostyrko et al. [14] as a generalization of statistical convergence. More applications of ideals can be seen in [15, 16, 17, 18] .
In this paper, we define I-weighted lacunary statistical τ -convergence, I-weighted lacunary statistical τ -boundedness and examine some inclusion relations in locally solid Riesz space.
Definitions and Preliminaries
Let X be a real vector space and " ≤ " be a partial order on this space. Then X is said to be an ordered vector space if it satisfies the following properties:
(1) ∀x, y ∈ X and y ≤ x imply y + z ≤ x + z for each z ∈ X, (2) ∀x, y ∈ X and y ≤ x imply αy ≤ αx for each α ≥ 0. In addition, if X is a lattice with respect to the partial order, then X is said to be a Riesz space (or a vector lattice) [7] .
A subset S of a Riesz space X is said to be solid if y ∈ S and |x| ≤ |y| implies x ∈ X. A topological vector space (X, τ ) is a vector space X which has a linear topology τ such that the algebraic operations of additions and scalar multiplication in X are continuous. Every linear topology τ on a vector space X has a base N sol for the neighborhoods of zero satisfying the following properties:
(
A linear topology τ on a Riesz space X is said to be locally solid Riesz space if τ has a base at zero consisting of solid sets. A locally solid Riesz space (X, τ ) is a Riesz space equipped with a locally solid topology τ [7] .
Throughout the paper, the symbol N sol will denote any base at zero consisting of solid sets and satisfying the above conditions (1), (2), (3) in a locally solid Riesz topology τ . For our convenience, here and in where follows, we shall write a word "LSRS" instead of a locally solid Riesz space and we mean lim k→∞ x k by lim x for brevity.
Let E ⊆ N. Then the natural density of E is denoted by δ(E) and defined by
where the vertical bars denote the cardinality of the respective set [19] .
In this case, we write S (τ )-lim x = x 0 or (x k )
By a lacunary sequence we mean an increasing sequence of integers θ = (k r ) such that k 0 = 0 and h r = k r − k r−1 → ∞ as r → ∞. Throughout the paper, the intervals determined by θ will be denoted by I r := (k r−1 , k r ] and the ratio k r /k r−1 will be abbreviated by q r . Let (p k ) be a sequence of positive real numbers and P n = p 1 +p 2 +...+p n for n ∈ N. Then the Riesz transformation of x = (x k ) is defined as t n = 1/P n n k=1 p k x k . If the transformation sequence (t n ) has a finite limit x 0 then the sequence x = (x k ) is said to be Riesz convergent to x 0 . Let us note that if P n → ∞ as n → ∞ then Riesz mean is a regular summability method. Throughout the paper, let P n → ∞ as n → ∞ and P n = p 0 = 0 [11] .
Let θ be a lacunary sequence of positive real numbers such that H r := k∈Ir p k , P kr := k∈(0,kr] p k , P kr−1 := k∈(0,kr−1] p k , Q r := P kr P k r−1 , P 0 = 0 and the intervals determined by θ and p k are denoted by I r = P kr−1 , P kr . It is easy to see that H r = P kr − P kr−1 . If we take p k = 1 for all k ∈ N, then H r , P kr , P kr−1 , Q r and I r reduce to h r , k r , k r−1 , q r and I r respectively. Throughout the paper we assume that P n → ∞ as n → ∞ such that H r → ∞ as n → ∞ [10] .
A family of sets I ⊆ P (N) (power sets of N) is said to be an ideal if;
A non-empty family of sets F ⊆ P (N) is a filter on N if and only if:
I is called non-trivial if I = ∅ and N / ∈ I. It is called admissible ideal when it contains all singletons {{n} : n ∈ N} [14] . We assume that I is non-trivial admissible ideal of N throughout the paper.
If we take I = I f = {A ⊆ N : A is finite subset}. Then I f is a non-trivial admissible ideal of N and the corresponding convergence coincide with the usual convergence.
A sequence x = (x k ) in a topological space X is said to be I-convergent to
In this case, we write I − lim x = x 0 or x k I → x 0 and I denotes the set of all ideal convergent sequences [16] .
In this case, we write I(τ )-lim x = x 0 or x k
Main Results
Definition 3.1. Let (X, τ ) be a LSRS and θ be a lacunary sequence. We say that
In this case, we write
(1) If we take p k = 1 for all k ∈ N in (3.1) then we obtain the definition of I-lacunary statistical τ -convergence which can be given as follows:
Let (X, τ ) be a LSRS and θ = (k r ) a lacunary sequence. Then a sequence x = (x k ) in X is said to be S I θ (τ )-convergent to x 0 if for every τ -neighborhood V of zero and for any δ > 0,
In this case, we write Definition 3.3. Let (X, τ ) be a LSRS and θ be a lacunary sequence. We say that x = (x k ) in X is said to be S IN (τ )-convergent to x 0 ∈ X if for every neighborhood V of zero and δ > 0, r ∈ N :
Definition 3.4. Let (X, τ ) be a LSRS. We say that x = (x k ) in X is said to be S I (N,θ) (τ )-bounded if for every neighborhood V of zero and there exists α > 0 such that, for any δ > 0, 
x 0 and S I (N,θ) (τ ) − lim x = y 0 , we can write for δ > 0,
and
Consequently, we obtain
Finally, for every τ -neighborhood V of zero, we get p k (x 0 − y 0 ) ∈ V . Since (p k ) is a sequence of positive real numbers and (X, τ ) is Hausdorff, the intersection of all τ -neighborhood V of zero is the singleton set {θ}. Thus we get x 0 − y 0 = θ, i.e., x 0 = y 0 . (2) We assume that S I (N,θ) (τ )−lim x = x 0 and let V be an arbitrary τ −neighbourhood
Thus we obtain
for each τ -neighborhood V of zero. > 1 and [[α] ] be the smallest integer greater than or equal to |α|.
Now let |α|
We also have,
Let C 1 ∩ C 2 = C. Hence we have also,
Consequently,
Since S I (N,θ) (τ )−lim x = x 0 and S I (N,θ) (τ )−lim y = y 0 , it is obviously seen that the left side belongs to F (I). This shows that S I (N,θ) (τ ) − lim x + y = x 0 + y 0 . Theorem 3.6. Let (X, τ ) be a LSRS and θ = (k r ) be a lacunary sequence. If a sequence x = (x k ) is S I (N,θ) (τ )-convergent and (p k ) is bounded, then x = (x k ) is
Since W is absorbing, there exists a > 0 such that ax 0 ∈ W . Let b ≤ 1 and b ≤ a. Since (p k ) is bounded then there exists a M = a b > 0 such that p k ≤ M for all k ∈ N.
This shows that x = (x k ) is S I (τ )-bounded. Proof. Let V be an arbitrary τ −neighbourhood of zero. Then there exists Y ∈ N sol such that Y ⊆ V . Choose W ∈ N sol such that W + W ⊆ Y . From the condition (2), we have D 1 , D 2 ∈ F (I) where
We also get E = E 1 ∩ E 2 ∈ F (I) and from (i), we have
Hence S I (N,θ) (τ ) − lim y = x 0 . This completes the proof of the theorem. Proof. Suppose that lim inf r Q r > 1, then there exists λ > 0 such that Q r ≥ 1 + λ for sufficiently large values of r which implies that Hr P kr = 1− P kr P k r−1
Then for all r > r 0 we have 
